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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the results of a laboratory
simulation of an outdoor telematic antenna test site that
employs spherical near-field scanning to determine the
far fields of telematic antennas mounted on vehicles.
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1.0 Introduction
The testing of radiation patterns for an antenna
mounted on a vehicle is often carried out with a gantrytype elevation positioner over an azimuth rotator set up
out of doors. Please see Figure 1. An antenna mounted
on an automobile excites currents on the vehicle
making the entire vehicle the effective antenna for this
geometry. High elevation angle pattern information is
needed when evaluating satellite commutations with
the vehicle. The large effective antenna size makes
true far-field measurements impractical on full-size
vehicles. A natural alternative then is to use spherical
near-field (SNF) scanning to determine the far field [1].
The basic and essential effect of the SNF algorithm is
to remove the effect of the parallax error present in the
near field of a collection of sources. For a vehicle with
one or several antennas located on its exterior surface,
the sources of near-field excitation may consist of the
individual antennas plus secondary induced sources
formed by scattering off of various parts of the vehicle
body. In the near-field region these sources are sensed
with improper phase and amplitude, compared to the
desired far-field case. The first purpose of employing
near-field scanning is to make the correction for
parallax error.
However there is a further consideration to be made:
The conventional SNF transformation from near field
to far field presumes a free space environment
everywhere surrounding the antenna. This assumption
is not met either situated upon a ground plane when it

is in use or when it being measured on an outdoor
turntable. Instead, a special SNF algorithm is needed
to handle this case for the modified boundary condition
represented by the ground plane. MI Technologies has
developed a formulation of the SNF transform for
handling SNF measurements over a ground plane.
In this paper, based upon measurements with a scaled
model range, we present a method of validating the use
of the spherical near-field algorithm with a ground
plane range. In particular, we exhibit a result that
verifies clearly that the goal of correction for parallax is
accomplished.
It has applicability to validating measured data on a full
scale telematic antenna measurement system.
2. An Ideal Ground Plane Antenna Range
Antennas that operate in the presence of large nearby
material bodies have their radiation patterns perturbed
by the neighboring body. Very often the neighboring
body is metallic and of high conductivity. The metallic
body might be viewed locally as a conducting plane
which is referred to as a “ground plane.” If it is
illuminated significantly by the primary radiator, the
ground plane gives rise to secondary radiation from
induced currents. Low frequency antennas typically
have their radiation patterns affected by the presence of
the conducting earth and must be tested mounted upon
a ground plane.
To test for the radiation patterns in such cases, ideal
ground plane ranges have been built, consisting of an
azimuth rotator embedded in a large conducting plane
and outfitted with a gantry to carry the range probe
antenna overhead throughout the near-field region of
the test article. Please see Figure 2. [2] This range
was constructed to test antennas that mount on
airframes. Building such a range out of doors can be
done as is the case for model-based testing of naval
ships.

3. An Outdoor Telematic Test Site
As a vehicle travels over the highways it passes over
earth of varying conductivity. One usually locates an
outdoor test site over soil whose electrical properties
are typical of the many cases found in practice. Often
it is impractical to match the electrical properties of the
material comprising the turntable to that of the earth;
and, one must accept some electrical discontinuity at
the edge of the turntable
4. Modeling of a Telematic Test Site
Gantry-type ground plane ranges can be physically
modeled with a roll-over-azimuth positioning system
providing one can accept the finite size of the ground
plane. In this case we elect to accept this electrical
discontinuity since in many outdoor ranges there is an
inherent discontinuity associated with the edge of the
turntable.
The configuration employs a large round disc to
simulate the ground plane. The disc is mounted on the
roll axis of a roll/azimuth positioner. It rotates to scan
the test article in the angle that corresponds to the
azimuth angle of the gantry-type range. The antenna is
mounted on the disc – perhaps centered or perhaps near
the edge – just as on the gantry-type outdoor range.
Spherical coordinates describe both the gantry-type
range and the roll/azimuth range.
5. Results of Measurements on a Ground Plane
Simulation Range
Our simulation modeled the case of a 1 GHz metallic
radiator over a 24 ft diameter ground plane. It was
based upon a scaling factor of 8. It used a 36 inch
diameter disk as the turntable.
A small X-band
pyramidal horn was used as the radiator. The operating
frequency was 8 GHz. A conventional roll/azimuth
SNF range was used to make the measurements.
Please see Figures 3 and 4. The SNF probe was an Xband open-ended waveguide located 45 inches from the
axis center, corresponding to a 30 ft gantry.
The beam of the horn was oriented perpendicular to the
disk to simulate a vehicle satellite antenna. The
modeling simulation was carried out for the two
extreme locations of the horn – (1) at the center and (2)
at the edge of the disk -- corresponding to the vehicle
antenna being at the center of the vehicle body or at its
front or rear.
The validation procedure entailed taking spherical nearfield scans over the upper hemisphere and transforming
the resulting data with a standard near-field to far-field
transform. The near-fields were different with the horn
radiator in the several different positions on the 36 inch

plate. The primary difference was due to the parallax
error associated with a finite measurement radius.
Please compare Figures 4 and 5.
The resulting far fields were quite similar, though not
identical. One can see by comparing Figures 5 and 7
that the near-field parallax error is removed by the
transform. A comparison of corresponding pattern cuts
in Figure 8 for the near-field and the far-field shows the
correction of parallax as well.
Azimuth and Elevation cuts through the far field
patterns for the centered versus horn-at-edge are cases
compared in Figures 9 and 10. The differences are due
to the effect of the ground plane edges and the differing
interaction with the horn for the two different locations.
6. Antenna/Ground-Plane Interactions
One of us (DGB) has evaluated analytically the
influence of the interaction between the horn radiator
and the 36 inch diameter plate to understand better the
pattern ripples imposed by this interaction. The horn
was modeled using a combination of aperture
integration and GTD. Horn pattern calculations using
the model showed good general agreement with data in
the literature. Calculated far-field patterns using the
model agreed with measured data for both locations.
Because the pyramidal horn chosen has appreciable
front-to-back ratio, the influence of the ground plane in
these modeling measurements was less than would be
found with a very broad-beamed radiator. In this case,
then, the ground-plane algorithm made only small
differences in the far-field pattern.
7. Summary
It has been demonstrated that the spherical near-field
measurements properly correct the parallax errors one
finds in the near-field data associated with vehicles
placed upon ground gantry-type ranges.
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Figure 1. A Gantry Outdoor Antenna Range for Testing Telematic Antennas
(courtesy Delphi Auto, Fuba Reception Systems)
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Figure 2. An Ideal Indoor Ground-Plane
Antenna Range – Azimuth Turntable with
Gantry Positioner

Figure 3. Schematic - Indoor Ground-Plane
Simulation Range – Azimuth Turntable with
Gantry Positioner

Figure 4. Photograph of Ground Plane Simulation Range with Horn Located at Edge
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Figure 5. Far-Field Pattern Horn Centered on 36 in Conducting Plate (40dB F/S, 4 dB increments)
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Figure 6. Near-Field Pattern Horn Located at Edge of 36 in Conducting Plate (40dB F/S, 4 dB increments)
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Figure 7. Far-Field Pattern Horn Located at Edge of a 36 in Conducting Plate (40dB F/S, 4 dB increments)
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ElBar:90.0 Freq: 8.000 GHz(File: NoChangeAzEl-mergSNF-36inDia-HornEdge-SameOrien,7/22/2004 2:59:21 PM)
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Figure 8. Comparison Far-Field vs Near Field, Azimuth Cut ,Horn located at Edge (40dB,180deg, F/S)
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Figure 9. Comparison Far-Field Azimuth Cuts - Horn Centered vs Horn at Edge (40dB,180deg, F/S)
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Figure 10. Comparison Far-Field Azimuth Cut Horn Centered vs Horn located at Edge (40dB,180deg, F/S)

